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Mark’s Musings

We are now at 2020. So, a Happy New Year to you all. Lets hope for a fantastic ferning decade with lots
of old cultivars re-found and loads of new cultivars bred and discovered.
As usual, I have a number of people to thank for articles and permissions in this edition. You will see that
the “New Cultivar” section is a bit different with several, rather than just one, thanks to Mark Dwyer for
these, and this will spread across 2 and possibly 3 editions. Thanks to Peter Heyens for the exotic cultivar, and, as so often, to Julian Reed.

Classic Cultivar
Polypodium cambricum ‘Macrostachyon’
I had two reasons for choosing this cultivar — one, I was able to show the narrow sport in a recent edition, a
form Martin also shows well in his wonderful new Polypodium book, which I am sure you all have by now. And,
-two. There is not much in my garden looking very photogenic at present! I know, I should prepare better.
Druery, in British Ferns and Their Varieties gives just a few lines, stating it was found in ~Ireland by Mr.
O’Kelly. Martin Rickard, in Garden Ferns adds that it was found in the Burren district, early in the 20th century.
In his new book, mentioned above, he states that Ray Smith found it in England (whereabouts unknown) and,
along with the new linear form shows the neatly crested ‘Furco-macrostachyon’. I would point you to page 119
for a look at that plant in cultivation, as, sadly, I don’t have it.
Following are shots of my clump, original plant purchased many years ago from Martin (of course!)
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Exotic Cultivar
Pyrossia longifolia ‘Cristata’
With thanks to Peter Heyens, Director of Aseanplantexport.com for permission to use his photographs.
Not one that I am familiar with, but one that I would like to become familiar with! It looks like it should have tropical fish
swimming around it.

Will the real ‘Bevis’ please stand up.
I could, accurately, be described as “Confused of Bexhill” (probably for many reasons) but specifically here with our old
friend Polystichum setiferum ‘Plumosum Bevis’
My original plant I have had for over 25 years, its been moved a couple of times and split, currently its not looking its best
because, for some reason, creatures like to roll in it during the winter and, along with a number of other ferns, its suffered a
bit the last two summers with excess dryness.
Since that original plant I have added others. Julian gave me a piece of his because he felt it looked a little different, sadly
that suffered really badly last summer and is only just hanging on (I hope). I bought a pot of micro-propagated plants because one had a forked frond (turned out to be just a one-off, sadly), Gert-Jan gave me a plant that did not look anything like
’Bevis’ at the time—it now does, and I bought another pot because the fronds looked a bit more foliose than those I had.
The photo below shows lower pinnae taken from, from right to left, my original plant, I believe originally from Martin Rickard, the first micro-propped purchase, the plant from Gert-Jan and the more recent “foliose” purchase. As you see, there
are differences, which takes me back to my first line. Which one is the real ‘Bevis’?
I hope this will encourage you to have a look at your plants. I would like to show other variations in future editions if any of
you could send me a something similar, perhaps with a few words as to source, if remembered, etc., to be published in a
future edition so we can see how much variation there is. I know Julian has several (hint, hint Julian). It would be especially
good to see a comparison with the original clone so I look forward to being flooded with photos from you.

A Polypodium—A Chameleon of a fern that has changed
Julian Reed
In this article, for the sake of clarity, I am using the old name Polypodium australe although to be correct, it should be Polypodium cambricum
In about 2011, Mark Border gave me a piece of this fern labelled Polypodium australe ‘Cambricum’ and I
added it under ‘Pulcherrimum’ in my collection as it did not fit the cultivar ‘Cambricum’ as, although, at
the time, it was very shy in producing spores and differently divided than a ‘Cambricum’ (the plant is now
more fertile as it gets more light).
That would be the end of it apart from it being very nice and much broader than a lot of other
‘Pulcherrimum’ types.
That was until two things happened:
1)
Mark finds something very interesting in his
garden.
2)
Martin publishes his brilliant and fascinating
book on Polypodium.
Last spring Mark sent out an email that I somehow
missed but Mark, being the generous guy he is,
came and visited my garden this autumn with a
little treasure.

If it was gold, it would be a 22 carat nugget.
This fern (right) is obviously a Polypodium austral
‘Cambricum’ type. He explained that he had been
growing the ‘Pulcherrimum’ (labelled ‘Cambricum’)
type for years and, suddenly last year, it put out a
sport which turns out like ‘Cambricum.
Now mark is always careful and followed the rhizome back and worked out that it is a sport and not
two cultivars mixed up (Editors comment—there are
two other cultivars close, but they are, at least 2
feet away with Cyclamen etc. growing between
them).

And, knowing

Mark, if he had any doubts, he would say so.
So, we have a ‘Cambricum’ that has arisen from a ‘Pulcherrimum’.
But the story does not end there, in October Martin’s new book came out and in it he has a picture of
the reversion on Polypodium australe ‘Hadwinii’ from the Brookfield collection. Well, to me, the
‘Pulcherrimum ‘ looking reversion of ‘Hadwinii’ looks identical to the plant Mark grows that came to
him as ‘Cambricum’.
So we seem to have a trail of Polypodium australe ‘Hadwinii’ reverting to a ‘Pulcherrimum’ type labelled ‘Cambricum’, then sporting to a ‘Cambricum’ type.
The nature of sporting is that you can get all sorts from one plant. Just have a look at all the variation
in Ilex aquifolium ‘J.C. van Tol, ‘Golden van Tol’, ‘Gold Splash(/Flash)’ and ‘Silver van Tol’.
So, we cannot call it ‘Hadwinii’, although very tempting to do so, it would be good to name this clone.
So, what do you feel it should be called?
((Editors addition—Roger Golding copied me into an email he sent Julian on this subject, in which he stated that if this
sport is effectively identical to ‘Hadwinii’ then, not only can it be so called, according to the ICNCP rules, it has to have
that name irrespective of its origin.
If it develops into something else pre-existing then it would take that name. Only if it can be shown to be distinct can it
have a new name). If I have anything wrong here, then its in my interpretation, and Roger is completely innocent).

The forms from Mark Border
Photo from Martin’s book

Following page - From the collection of the natural History Museum. Possibly formerly from the herbarium of Dr. F. W. Stansfield.

New Cultivar, or to be more accurate, Cultivars.
Athyrium Nipponicum ‘Pictum’

Photos by Mark Dwyer, with thanks.

I must admit that, when I initially saw some of these names appearing my natural cynicism appeared and I wondered just
how different some of these really were or, was it nurserymen (apologies to any reading) doing a little “creative marketing”.
Having now seen some of these as mature clumps, and seeing these photos, I am happy to reassess my suspicions.
Due to space restrictions, these will be spread over several future additions.
Following is Mark’s write-up from Facebook:

I’m a huge fan of ferns in general! The collection at Rotary Botanical gardens grew to over 250 types over the years,
including a vast collection of Japanese painted fern (Athyrium nipponicum var. Pictum) selections and their hybrids (over
40!). Admittedly, many look similar and are hard to differentiate out in the garden, in addition, the colouration upon
spring emergence compared to mid-summer on any selection is quite dramatic. Sometimes it takes years for a painted
fern to “settle in” to the best colouration.
Their value in adding “illumination” and texture in the shadier gardens is without equal. There are some great ones in
the trade and some relatively new ones. Here are just a few. Do note that the hybrids (editor—later edition) have
lady fern (Athyrium filix-femina) parentage primarily for added height and hardiness!
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